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GUPTECH+Nebula=Prof.pinotte straps
OUR PEDALS ARE GETTING A LITTLE REVAMPING. LITTLE IN THE SENSE OF MASSIVE...

BECAUSE THERE ARE NO REASON NOT TO DO IT
We met during the Great Canadian Pedalboard contest and we thought, straps 
are cool, Prof. Pinotte is definitely cool, we are cool (we may think what we 
like) and Evan from Nebula definitely is also cool. So much coolness all put 
together made us do it. Straps there were. 

We believe in handmade products, of course, and we also believe that the 
music community, including builders and musicians, must stand together to 
make sure child labour and social media “noise” won’t win over us. This is 
why we chose to do business with a fellow Canadian brand instead of buying 
cheap stuff on a free shipping platform. 

These high quality straps, made by hand, come in black cotton and we have 
one remaining with patterns. Check our store, and definitely check Nebula as 
well. They may look good on pictures, but they look better in real, they also 
feel good in hand, sturdy and perfectly assembled.

Made in Canada by real people, just like our pedals!

nebulastraps.ca

When it’s already fun, double it for more
Our Pile O’ Rat is a very fun pedal. Why? Because it’s super versatile. It’s a true classic. It can be very 
aggressive, but also soft and sweet. We had been thinking for a while about doubling the fun, but never 
actually went there, until we did, obviously. This is a special edition, with fun colours and the same 
amount of rats, but they are bigger. 

THIS MAY NOT BE ALWAYS TRUE, BUT YOU’D BE SURPRISE THAT IT IS OFTEN!
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This summer, GUPTECH gives a phoque !
SYNTH AND PEDAL EXPO COMING IN AUGUST

THE NEW HOLY PHOQUE IS REALLY TO ROCK THE WORLD, AND HERE COMES A DEAL!
We asked you on social media about a 
name for our take on the Fuzz Machine. 
Yeah, Phoque Machine could have done it, 
but it was a bit much, don’t you think? We 
couldn’t go that far. Could we?

We decided to go for the already iconic 
“Holy Phoque”. With UV printing, we now 
have access to a new range of designs with 
details and more of everything!

The Holy Phoque is a fuzzy-octav-ish 
boost to make you cut thru any mix. You 
can use the pedal as a standalone unit or 
with any of your favorite distortion/-
fuzz/preamp to create a holy combination 
of tone! Pinotte Angel from above!

MTL KNOB-SESSION 2023

This event is THE event for pedal or synth lovers, or both. 
Hosted in Quartier des spectacles at Esplanade tranquille, it is 
very much in the heart of the city.

Bring your guitar and come to see us and all the other manu-
facturers who attend the event. We’ll have a guitar with us, 
two pedalboards and lots of pedals to try. We’ll sell on site, 
and have a discount during the event. If you are near 
Montreal, please come and see us, we don’t offer the opportu-
nity to try before buying very often!

WE DON’T GO OUT OFTEN, EITHER AS A 
BRAND AND AS PEOPLE, BUT WE’LL DRIVE TO 
MONTREAL FOR THIS GREAT EVEN AGAIN.


